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Arnold Schoenberg – Austrian

Oklahoma

 Also known as common chords used when music modulates from one key to the next. It will be a

 chord that both keys share.

 Musical Instrument Digital Interface
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 1. Programme music describes a story, poem or scene.

2. It is usually instrumental rather  than vocal.

Eg: Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique, Tchaikovsky’s 1812  overture , Rossini’s William Tell overture,        
          Vivaldi’s Four Seasons etc,

 By body language and gestures

 It does not use a bow to produce sound. Only plucked

 It has seven pedals.

Is the 2nd highest female voice. It lies between the soprano and contralto voice types. The vocal 
range usually extends from  A below middle C to  A  two octaves above.

When the una corda pedal is pressed down the set of hammers moves sideways and hits only 
one string produsing a softer tone. 
When the una corda pedal pressed down the set of hammers moves closer to the strings.

III+ C /
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Allegro/ Schnell

Gustav Mahler

 When a piano key is pressed, a felt covered hammer attached to the key strikes the string, and the string vibrates    
making a musical sound and in an Electric Organ it relies on electronic oscillators ( circuits carrying an  alternating 
current at a specific frequency)  to produce their  sound.
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The entire subject and answer follow closely one after another so that they  overlap. 

 Syncopation -  The rhythms accents the offbeats. It has shifted or displaced the standard 

 .rhythm by stressing the beats generally not stressed

Late Romantic Period – Finlandia 

Duke Ellington .

The Carnival of Animals by Saint Saens.Duke Ellington

 1. The theme being differently harmonized.
 2. The character of the theme altered by change of tempo.
 3. Ornamentation of the theme. The harmony remains unchanged.
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E minor 

Anacrusis / Up beat

Bar 4 – A minor       Bar 7 – G major
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Bar 8 – Perfect Cadence in G major 

Bar 23 – Perfect Cadence in E minor 

 George Frideric Hande. His notable Works: “Acis and Galatea” “Agrippina” “Almira” “Chandos Anthems” 
 “Israel in Egypt” “Jephtha” “Messiah” “Music for the Royal Fireworks” “Rinaldo” “The Arrival of the
    “Queen of Sheba” “Water Music

 Suite is a group of dances to form a complete work. It consists of four main dances such as 
.Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, Gigue    

Name of the piece – Gigue

Similarity    – Both bars start with an anacrusis and same rests are used in the bass clef 

Differences – Rhythmic pattern of the right hand is different     
     

The Baroque period in music was from roughly 1600 to 1750. Monteverdi composed at the 
beginning 
of the period and Bach and Handel composed towards the end of the period.- long flowing melodic 
lines often using ornamentation (decorative notes such as trills and turns), contrast between loud 
and soft, solo and ensemble a contrapuntal texture where two or more melodic lines are combined
terraced dynamics - sudden changes in the volume level, sometimes creating an echo effect
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 Perfect 4th   Diminished 7th   Augmented 5th  Major 7th Com minor 3rd
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 i) Absolute music

 Instrumental or orchestral music that is composed to be listened to for its own sake, purely as such i.e.-
 the music is not based on it anyway upon any background story or programme, is not illustrative in any
 way and is not intended to conjure up any visual images in the mind or imagination of the listener  e.g.:-
Beethoven’s Symphony No.5 in C minor

 ii) Retardation- It is an upward resolving suspension, always reserved for the final chord of a large
movement and frequently appears simultaneously with a suspension

 .

 iii) Minuet and Trio
 Baroque composers often used the Minuet & Trio. The overall shape of a piece or movement in Minuet &
 .Trio form is Ternary
.A1 – Minuet – ending in the Tonic key

 .B  – Trio – A contrast, usually in a new key
 A2 – Minuet again – this time without repeats
 During the 2nd half of the 18th century, composers included a Minuet & Trio in works such as
 symphonies, string quartets, sonatas and other chamber works. In the symphonies of Haydn and Mozart,
 it is usually placed 3rd in the order of movements. Beethoven used it in his earlier works, but later
 transformed the style and character of the movement into a much swifter, more vigorous “Scherzo & Trio”,
 .usually keeping to the same basic plan
      “E.g.:- 3rd movement of Mozart’s “Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
iv) Minimalism

 Western art music that developed during the 1960’s and 1970’s. It is made up of constantly repeated
 patterns called loops. The loops are short and simple but the final music can get quite complicated,
 especially the rhythm. There is no real tune and you can’t sing along to minimalistic music. The
 harmonies are made by layering patterns one on top of the other. They take a long time to change
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 Strophic Form – Each verse of text is set to the same music. In strophic songs the music for each verse
.is the same, but the lyrics changed in every verse
.Eg : most hymns and folk songs

 Through Composed Form – This is the opposite of strophic form. There will be no musical repetition.
 The music changes in every verse. Every verse of the lyrics has different music. This form is popular in
 Operas as the changing music used to tell stories. Verses sung by different characters can be completely
different

 Verse chorus Structure – All the verses will have the same tune but the lyrics change for each verse.•
.The chorus has a different tune from the verses. The lyrics and the tune of the chorus do not change

 Fusion Music- It is when you combine two different styles of music that already exist, to create (
 something new. e.g. the classic one is jazz fusion which is when you combine jazz music
.with rock music. Another example might be Afrobeat       
.Composers who used Fusion music in their works  :     

(Ravi Bandu Vidyapathy (Sri Lankan drummer and dancer        

Saman Panapitiya           (Singer, composer and senior lecturer in Ethnomusicology at  

  (The University of Visual and Performing Arts                                         

(Madhavi Shilpadipathi    (Singer, composer and daughter of Piyasara Shilpadipathi  

 (Jananath Warakagoda      (Sri Lankan drummer and singer  

 The Sabaragamuwa dance Vs Low country dance
 The Sabaragamuwa dance is different from low country dance as it is centered around  •

.Ratnapura and kegalle districts           

 The Ruhunu beraya or Yak beraya is used for Low country dances while the Davula is  •

          .the main drum in Sabaragamuwa dance           

 The costumes are different in each dance form. The Sabaragamuwa dance attire is called  •

 “Saman devi andum kattalaya” and the Low country dancers wear masks depicting many characters in
        .the form of birds, demons, reptiles etc
 The Low country dance is mainly performed to appease evil spirits which cause sickness. The  •

 18 dances are called Daha ata sanniya. The Sabaragamuwa dance is mainly used in the Saman Devala
 .procession
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 The player buzzing his/her lips while blowing air through a cup or funnel shaped mouthpiece.  

To produce higher or lower pitches, the player adjusts the opening between his/her lips
 It’s extremely rich, soft timbre gives it a special quality somewhere between brass and woodwinds  

..enabling it to blend well with the sound and many other instruments

.A mute is placed in the bell or by using the hand  

     Horn Concertos by Mozart 6

 Brandenburg Concerto No.01 by J.S.Bach

Symphony No.5 in C minor by Beethoven

See Annexture 1
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Cello-  The sound is produced by drawing a bow across the strings.

            Different methods of sound production: -  By plucking the strings with the fingers.

                                                                                By striking the string with a bow
            Famous solo cello piece – “The Swan” from “The Carnival of Animals” 

    Timpani / Glockenspiel / Xylophone / Vibraphone / Tubular Bells
    Timpani – The player strikes the drum head with two felt headed sticks.
    Glockenspiel – The player strikes the plates of steel with light metal mallets. The tone is silvery, bell-like and   
     penetrating. 
    Xylophone – The player strikes the wooden bars with hard-headed beaters producing a hard, 
    bright sound which can be very penetrating. The use of softer beaters produces a mellower sound. 
    Vibraphone – The player strikes the metal bars using soft headed or rubber-tipped beaters, held one in each     
   hand. Below each bar is a resonating tube at the top of which  is a flat metal disc, made to revolve by electricity   
   so that the top end of the tube is repeatedly opening and closing. This gives the vibraphone its characteristic 
  ‘vibrato’ – a pulsating sound, rich and sweet in tone. Notes linger on for a considerable time after the bars are     
   struck and so a foot pedal is provided to enable the player to damp the sound if required.                    
  Tubular Bells – The player strikes the metal tubes near the top with a mallet to produce sound. Their sounds are    
   colourful and produces dramatic effects, especially to give the impression of tolling church bells.    

Violoncello
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Annexture 1
Question No.7

 (i)
Baroque Period – Polyphonic/ Contrapuntal Style

 The word was originally used to describe the very ornate style of architecture and art of the 17th century. The birth
 of opera and oratorio were during this period. Extends from about 1600 to 1750. New forms and styles which came
 into being and were developed during Baroque period include Cantata, Aria, Recitative, Fugue, Chaconne and
    .Passacaglia, Choral prelude, Suite, Solo & Trio Sonata, Concerto Grosso, Toccata and Fantasia
Johann Sebastian Bach

 He was a German composer of the Baroque Period and was born in 1685 into a great musical family.  His father
 taught him to play the violin and harpsichord. When he was 10 years old, his parents died and he moved in with
 his older brother who was an organist. He received valuable teaching from his brother, who instructed him on
 the clavichord. Bach was singing in the choir and also played organ and harpsichord at St. Michael’s School.
 He held several musical posts across Germany. In 1723, Bach was appointed as the musical director of the St.
 Thomas Church in Leipzig. He wrote music of every form except opera and developed the Polyphonic style. Bach’s
 compositions include Brandenburg Concertos, Goldberg Variations, Mass in B minor, The Well-Tempered Clavier
 and Anna Magdalena Note Book. Bach had four composer sons and became blind at the latter part of his life. Died
 in 1750. Bach’s abilities as an organist were respected throughout Europe during his lifetime and he is regarded as
  .one of the greatest composers of all time

George Frideric Handel
 He was a German composer of the Baroque Period who spent the bulk of his career in London. He was born
 in 1685 and died in 1759.  Son of a barber surgeon who opposed music as his son’s career. His father wanted
 him to study law, but later allowed him to study music because of his talent. He learnt to play the Harpsichord,
 Organ, Violin and Oboe and began composing at the age of nine. He went to Hamburg in 1703 where he joined
 the opera house playing the violin in the orchestra. In 1710, Handel became Kapellmeister to German Prince
 George. He composed his first Opera “Almira” in 1705. Handel was well known for his Operas, Oratorios and
 Organ Concertos. His most famous work, the Oratorio “Messiah” with its “Hallelujah Chorus” has become the
 centerpiece of the Christmas season. He became blind at the latter part of his life and lived in England for nearly
 fifty years as a respected and rich man. His funeral was given full state honours, and he was buried in Westminster
 Abbey. Handel is regarded as one of the greatest composers of the Baroque era with works such as Water Music
               .Suite, Music for the Royal Fireworks, Messiah and Harmonious Blacksmith
(ii)
Modern Period

 Also called 20th century music, in which music is one of exciting exploration and experiment, leading to a
 fascinating variety of new sounds and materials, new trends and techniques. Whole tone scale, Polytonality,
 Expressionism, Jazz, Syncopation, Atonality, Polyrhythm, Twelve tone technique, Electronic music, Micro tonality
 and Aleatory music were present in Modern music. In addition to the new materials and totally new sounds made
 possible by the use of electronic apparatus, many 20th century composers have exploited various new sounds and
 coloristic effects from conventional musical instruments. Several composers have used ingredients from American
 jazz in some of their compositions and the influence of music of non-western cultures has become increasingly
 .significant

Bela Bartok
 He was a Hungarian composer of the Modern Period born in 1881 and died in 1945 whose music was influenced
 by the spirit of East European folk song. He was a distinguished pianist who made major contributions to
 “Ethnomusicology”. (The study of music generally folk or non-western in a cultural context). His father died when
 he was only 7 years old and his mother earned a living as a school music teacher. Bartok showed early talents
 for piano and composition which he studied at the academy in 1907 and supported himself as a pianist and a
 performer for much of his life. He taught piano for 27 years at his school, “The Budapest Academy of Music” and
 gave piano recitals throughout Europe. Bartok journeyed to the rural areas of Hungary to collect peasant songs
 with his friend Zoltan Kodaly, another Hungarian composer. He considered the documentation of rural folk music
 as an essential task. After World War II broke out, he emigrated in 1940 from Hungary to the United States where
 he spent the last 5 years of his life. His well-known work is the “Concerto for Orchestra”, composed after entering
 hospital due to ill health. He wrote many piano solos. Among them is a set of six short piano pieces composed in
 1915, namely “Romanian Folk Dances”.   Some of his other major compositions are Duke Blue Beard’s Castle
(Opera), Mikrokosmos (Piano work) and The Wooden Prince (Ballet
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 Benjamin Britten  

 A British composer whose operas are among the finest English Language operas of the 20th century. He was
 born in 1913 and died in 1976. He began his musical life at the age of 5, by learning to play the Piano and
 Viola. He was trained at the Royal College of Music, London from 1939-1942 and was noted as a pianist and a
 conductor. His compositions cover an enormous range – Grand operas, Concertos, Cantatas, Ballads, Chamber
 music, Song cycles as well as a considerable amount of incidental film and theatre music. Britten composed “The
 Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra” in 1945. It has a sub title “Variations and Fugue on a theme of Purcell”.
 The music was composed for the British educational documentary film called “Instruments of the Orchestra”
 demonstrating the characteristic tone-qualities and technical capabilities of the instruments of the orchestra. It
 is scored for Symphony orchestra and has a theme and 13 Variations and the Fugue. The theme is introduced by
 the entire orchestra. Then follow variations on the theme for the instruments of each section of the orchestra. In
 1976, Elizabeth II granted him a life peerage and he became Baron Britten of Aldeburgh. The first performance
 of his opera “Gloriana” was presented at the Royal Opera House, London in 1953 during the celebrations of the
 coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. His other major compositions are Peter Grimes (Opera), Billy Budd (Opera),e
Beggar’s Opera, The Prince of the Pagodas (Ballet) and Night Mail (Film music

 Igor Stravinsky

 Russian composer whose father was a leading bass singer of the Imperial Opera House at St. Petersburg. He
 was born in 1882 and died in 1971. Stravinsky studied law at first, but gave up devoting himself to composition.
 His first ballet “The Fire Bird” was a great success. His second ballet “Petrushka” was performed a year later in
 1911. The outbreak of the World War I in 1914 made him leave Russia and migrate to Switzerland where he faced
 financial difficulties. World War II caused him to settle down in the United States. President John F. Kennedy
 of USA, honored him with a White House dinner on his 80th birthday. Stravinsky’s ballet “Rite of Spring” was
 completed in 1913 and performed by a very large orchestra based on Russian folk tunes. It is his third ballet
 having harsh dissonance percussive orchestration, rapidly changing time signatures and violent off beat accents.
 Some of his other major compositions are Pulcinella (Ballet), Rakes Progress (Opera), The Nightingale (Opera)
and Symphony of Psalms (Choral Symphony

Scott Joplin

 He was an African-American composer and Ragtime pianist. He was born in 1868. He achieved fame for his
 Ragtime music and was known as the “King of Ragtime”. His most famous piano pieces were “Maple Leaf
 Rag” and “The Entertainer”. He was born to a family of railway labourers in Texas and developed his musical
 knowledge with the help of local teachers. He formed a vocal quartet and taught mandolin and guitar. In 1880
 he left his job and travelled around South America. In 1884 earned a living as a piano teacher and published his
 music in 1895. His first opera “A Guest of Honour” (1903) is no longer in existent and may have been lost by the
 copyright office. In 1907 Joplin wrote an instruction book, “The School of Ragtime”. As a result of Syphilis, in
     .1916 Joplin came into dementia, and was admitted to a mental institute where he died in 1917

Arnold Schoenberg

 He was an Austrian-American composer, conductor and teacher who created new methods of musical composition
 involving atonality, namely serialism and the twelve-tone technique. He was born in 1874 and died in 1951. He
 was one of the most influential composers of the Modern Period. Before he was nine years old, he had begun
 composing little pieces for two violins and earned a living by orchestrating operettas, while composing his own
 works. His music is emotionally intense and often has a literary program. Some early works used the very large
 orchestras favoured by the late 19th century composers. There is prominent use of chromatic harmony or chords
 with tone that do not belong to the prevailing major or minor scale. Around 1908, he finally began to write atonal
 music evolved from his earlier emphasis on chromatic harmony and liberal use of all 12 tones in the chromatic
 scale. In the 1920s Schoenberg developed the twelve-tone technique, an influential compositional method of
 manipulating an ordered series of all twelve notes in the chromatic scale. Among his best known compositions are
Five Pieces for Orchestra, Moonstruck Pierrot, Transfigured Night and String Quartet No.1 in D Minor
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(iii)  
Classical Period

 Music composed from around 1750 to 1810. Includes works of Haydn, Mozart and earlier works of Beethoven.
 During this period the harpsichord was replaced by the piano. Chamber music such as the Trio, Quintet and
 specially the String Quartet developed. The development of the Symphony and Concerto and the most important
single form – Sonata form was established and developed during this period. While still making use of counter-

 point at times, the texture was homophonic, lighter, clearer, less complicated. There was more variety and contrast
 within a piece of tunes, rhythms, keys and dynamics including Crescendo, Diminuendo and Sforzando together
 with frequent changes of timbre and mood. Instrumental music was predominant in this period and fine vocal
.works were composed in the form of opera (espeially by Mozart), Oratorio (Haydn) and Mass

    Franz Joseph Haydn

He was an Austrian composer of the Classical Period born in 1732 and died in 1809 as the son of a farmer-
 wheelwright. Haydn showed music talent at the age of 5 and was given into the care of a schoolmaster called
 Franck who taught him the rudiments of music. At the age of 8 he went to Vienna as choirboy at St. Stephen’s.
 He was dismissed from the choir when his voice broke at the age of 17. Then he earned a living by teaching music
 and composing. He worked for two aristocratic patrons in 1750s. Haydn spent much of his career as a court
 musician for the wealthy Esterhazy family. He is referred to as the “Father of the Symphony” and also “Father
 of the String Quartet”. He has composed about 104 symphonies including Surprise Symphony, Clock Symphony,
 Drumroll Symphony and Farewell Symphony. His other well-known compositions are two Oratorios - The
 Creation and The Seasons and 68 String Quartets, Piano Trios, Piano Sonatas and Concertos. Haydn’s works are
 listed in a comprehensive catalogue prepared by Anthony Van Hoboken. This Hoboken catalogue provides each
.work with an identifying number called its Hoboken abbreviated as H. or Hob

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
 

 He was an Austrian composer of the Classical Period born in 1756 and died in 1791. The son of Leopold Mozart,
 who was also a musician. He showed prodigious ability from his earliest childhood and was known as the “Child
 Prodigy”. Already competent on keyboard and violin, he composed from the age of five and played the clavier
 from the age of three. His elder sister Maria Anna was also a brilliant keyboard player and their father decided
 to present his children’s talents at various European courts. When he was eight years old, Mozart wrote his first
 symphony. He was engaged as a musician at the Salzburg court at the age of 17. Mozart met Haydn in Vienna
 around 1784 and the two composers became friends. Mozart’s works were catalogued by Ludwig Von Kochel
 and are referred to by their numbers with the letter “K”. He was known the “Prince of Concerto”. Mozart was
 a versatile composer and wrote in every major genre including Symphony, Opera, Concerto, Chamber music
 and Piano Sonata. Some of his major compositions are the Operas Magic Flute, Marriage of Figaro and Don
 Giovanni. He also wrote Symphonies such as Paris Symphony and Jupiter Symphony and the famous Eine Kleine
 Nachtmusik written only for the
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